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Abstract—One of the primary component in ads creative recommendation system is the brand anonymization that removes brand-specific
information from ad text for legal compliance and providing ready-to-use
template for the advertisers to customize and consume. In our previous
work [1] on ads creative recommendation system, the anonymization
is done via a block list created solely based on manual reviewing,
which is expensive and limits in the scale of the deployment of the ads
recommendation. In this work we investigate a large scale, automated
approach for brand anonymization. Such a problem presents many
unique and non-trivial challenges, including the domain specificity of the
brand entities, the fine-granularity requirements of structured output,
the tight constraint of the limited contexts, the high level of grammatical
noise in the advertisement data, and the heterogeneity of information
required to perform anonymization. We propose a transformer model
that leverage implicit knowledge together with a label-light adaptation
procedure for this task. Our model is rolled out to ads systems in Yahoo
that cover billions of impression traffic per month and improved previous
production system by 68.3% F1-score on token level prediction and 61.6%
on ad level prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When advertisers on-board to online ads platform, they are required
to provide ad creative such as an attractive title and descriptive text.
Coming up with effective ad creative is a time consuming process,
and particularly challenging for small businesses with limited experience and resource [2]. Ad creative recommendation that provides
advertisers with high quality creatives templates using existing high
quality ads [1] are invaluable. One of the critical component in such
a system is the brand anonymization. As shown in Figure 1, it is
responsible for intelligently segmenting content by understanding
brand agnostic drivers for high quality ads. With brands removed,
the resulting ad template provides actionable examples for businesses
create their ads for maximized audience impact.
Historically, the advertisement system follows a manual editing
approach: given a set of human compiled brand names block list
represented as a collection of phrases [1], an exhaustive matching in
the ad text is done and any content that overlap with the block list
is anonymized. This is extremely labor-intensive with a high latency
and high operating costs. As the system increases its scope towards
billions of ads traffic [3], this has increasingly become a critical
scale bottleneck for its practical use. An automated system for ad
anonymization is therefore needed.
Specifically, the task can be described as: given a set of existing
high quality ad creatives and block list words, identify and segment
brand entity in candidate ads as spans in the original text. In other
words, we perform concept recognition [4] for a given result of
concept extraction concept extraction [4], [5]. Consequentially, the ad
creatives after removing brand information will be used as templates
to recommend to the advertisers.
Our novel solution builds upon previous concept mining from
natural language [6], [7], [8], [9] . Instead of unsupervised mining
[10], [11], [12], [13], [5], crowd-sourced label are employed to
generate light weight block list, and alignment into raw text. With the
additional help of knowledge fusion incorporating structural fields of
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Fig. 1: BAN Production System Interface in DSP
ads and advertiser registered in the database grid, large scale language
models (LM) [14] are adapted to close domain concept recognition
task efficiently. Evaluation shows it has significantly performance
gains over previous production system, and is rolled out to both the
Yahoo Gemini ads system [15], [16] and third party DSP ad exchange
that covers billions of impression traffic per month.
II. T HE BAN

FRAMEWORK

In production pipeline, features from Hadoop ecosystem together
with raw text to label are integrated into the function, which will
combine it with the block-list to generate and learn from phrasal
level label-light supervision to produce a sequence labeling function
to deploy to online ads traffic.
Problem Formulation We follow knowledge base terminology and
assume the input feature set is given in the form of predicates and also
assume the block list is given as raw texts. Suppose A is a set of ads,
B is the set of block lists elements, R is a set of types of predicates,
L is a set of raw text literals, model M ⊆ (A ∪ B) × R × L is given
as triplets between ads and literals for existing facts 1 . Specifically,
there exists the ad text type of facts rA ∈ R such that
∀ai ∈ A, ∃lj ∈ L, s.t., (ai , rA , lj ) ∈ M
and the block list text type of facts rB ∈ R such that
∀bi ∈ B, ∃lj ∈ L, s.t.(bi , rB , lj ) ∈ M,
We represent raw text as unsegmented character list, where
lj = (cj1 , cj2 , cj3 , . . . , cj|lj | ) for each lj ∈ L where |lj | is the
character count. The brand anonymization task is to perform concept
recognition for brand revealing [4]. More specifically, the task can
be understood as learning sequence labeling function f ∈ F to
identify the membership for each element {cik |ai ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤
|li |, (ai , rA , lj ) ∈ M} in the ad text
Example 1[Concept Recognition via character sequence labeling]
Given a input ad a ∈ A with following ad text l ∈ L, such at
(A, rA , l) ∈ M, the original raw text reads
Huge Toyota Price Cuts + Discounts! Get July Only Toyota
Specials
(Toyota Advertiser)
1 facts

and model are used interchangeably throughout the paper

An sequence labeling function will identify the occurrence of the
two Toyotas inside the text. As a result, a template for ads creative
Huge ___ Price Cuts + Discounts! Get July Only ___ Specials
(Candidate creative)
can be generated as one end product.
Function Mapping Due to the heterogeneity of input, we assume
the sequence labeling function f take in the input knowledge base M
and requires it to produce probabilistic output. Specifically, individual
component f (M)ik |ai ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ |li |, (ai , rA , lj ) ∈ M ∈ RY
indicate the predicted probability distribution over possible labels.
Text Segmentation We follow standard text segmentation function
[12] S that given a literal l = (c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , c|l| ) will produce the in(S) (S)
(S)
dex sequence of segment end points, d(S) = (s1 , s2 , . . . , s|d(S) | )
(S)

(S)

satisfying 1 = s1 < s2 < . . . < s|d(S) | , where for each
(S)
:=
1 ≤ t < |d(S) |, there is a whole word level segment wt
(S)
(S)
(cst , . . . , cst+1 −1 ). In our work we use a custom Spacy NLP
pipeline that first preprocess the punctuation into space separated
tokens and apply regex splitting.
Phrasal Level Supervision We follow a label light approach and
generate heuristic labeling function for each ai ∈ A and each 1 ≤
k ≤ |li |, (ai , rA , lj ) ∈ M. The output will be positive if and only if
it matches with the entire phrase in the block list. More formally, as
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In this work we define the approximate equal ≈ between two
sequence as element-wise exact match after uncasing and retaining
characters post regex filter.
Adaptation We exploit the fact that the literals in the knowledge
base are inherently text based feature, and leverage pre-trained language model architecture T as the raw text encoder for all knowledge
base information. Formally, the sequence labeling function f follows
the neural net architecture shown below
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otherwise
where proj is a position agnostic MLP layer for obtaining the original
input, and
Aug(lj ) := (cj1 , . . . , cj|lj | ||NL({(ai , r, l) ∈ M}))
s.t.(ai , rA,lj ) ∈ M

(1)

is a concatenation of original ad text and a natural language encoding
function NL of the triples in the knowledge base. In this work we
implement the encoding function as the concatenation of original
literal value.
Optimization The BAN model will be trained end-to-end using
position wise loss
X
X
0
arg minf ∈F
SBCE(fik , yik
)
ai ∈A 1≤k≤|li |,(ai ,rA ,lj )∈M

where A ⊆ A is the test set of ads, SBCE denotes the sparse binary
cross entropy.

III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we present a series of experiment in seek of
following research questions:
RQ1 How does possible alternative methods compare to BAN along
with in production environment?
RQ2 How does the possible settings in BAN affect its quality
quantitatively and qualitatively?
RQ3 How much data and labeling effort is needed for the adapatation?
RQ4 How does BAN compare to baselines in computation cost?
Could we achieve healthier trade-off between effectiveness and
efficiency?
RQ5 How generalizable is the performance of BAN compare with
alternatives in production environment in downstream application tasks?
RQ6 Is the result of BAN reliable and interpretable to human on
production data?
Core Production Metric Evaluation [RQ1] We first evaluate
various anonymization approaches and on the core production metric
of Brand Token level Precision, Brand Token Level Recall as well
as Brand Token Level F1 score. We employed an affiliated team of
crowdsource workers and collected a 37584 ad text used for model
adaptation, with a 1410 raw text block list. We additionally collected
9321 fully annotated ad text for evaluation. The evaluation simulates a
cold start environment where there are no brand or advertiser overlap
between the adaptation and evaluation data.
In addition to BAN, which uses a 12 layer, 12 heads, multilingual
version of Bert with a vocabulary size of 120K and maximum
sequence length of 256, we compare the following approaches with
V0.1 block list production system.
• Grammartical Pattern capturing all phrases matching precompile POS-Tag regex [12]
• Phrase Chunking using pre-trained noun phrases identified by
NLP model [12]
• NER capturing all named entities using pre-trained NER tagger
with Spacy 3.0.6.
• Brand Knowledge Base invoking Yahoo Brand Knowledge
Graph for brand name linking through a web service [17]
• Phrase Matching: using phrase level normalized text matching
as mentioned in section II by comparing the full brand name
database used by Yahoo Brand Knoweledge Graph. [17]
As shown in Table I, BAN compares favourably to production
systems across all core metrics followed by production itself, with
the exception of recall where rule based system have an advantage.
Model
Grammatical Pattern
Phrase Chunking
NER
Brand Knowledge Base
Phrase Matching
BAN
Production

Brand Token
Percentage
5.34%
4.72%
7.76%
30.09%
10.14%
80.21%
34.95%

Precision
Lift
-84.72%
-86.49%
-77.80%
-13.91%
-70.99%
129.50%
0.00%

Brand Token Recall
Percentage
Lift
89.64%
52.19%
79.15%
34.38%
52.49%
-10.88%
12.14%
-79.39%
50.36%
-14.50%
68.43%
16.18%
58.90%
0.00%

F1 Score
Percentage
Lift
10.08%
-77.02%
8.91%
-79.69%
13.52%
-69.18%
17.30%
-60.57%
16.88%
-61.52%
73.86%
68.36%
43.87%
0.00%

TABLE I: Core Metric Comparison with the Production System
BAN Ablation Study [RQ2-3] We first study the impact of text
pre-processing and model architecture by comparing model with
different language model encoder. As shown in Figure 2, different
versions of BAN tends to have very similar performance, and the
differences correlates positively with complexity of the architecture
and computational cost.
We then study the impact of data used for adaptation by comparing
BAN with variable number of sample adaptation data. As shown in

IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 2: Preprocessing and Architecture Ablation Evaluation

In this paper we present the first automated system for brand
anonymization that leverage the novel technique for label light
adaptation of large pre-trained natural language models for the task
of concept recognition given concept recognition. One particular
interesting directions is to extend the model for general purpose
concept recognition and mining tasks, another is to better integrate
knowledge base to infer the identify and connections of concepts.
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